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Abstract

Advancements in malware development, including the use of file-less and memory-only payloads, have led to a significant interest in the use of volatile memory analysis by digital forensics practitioners. Memory analysis can uncover a wealth of information not available via traditional analysis, such as the discovery of injected code, hooked APIs, and more. Unfortunately, the process of analyzing such malicious code is largely left to analysts who must manually reverse engineer the code to discover its intent. This task is not only slow and error-prone, but is also generally left only to senior-level analysts to perform, given that significant reverse engineering skills are required. This work focuses on the use of code emulation to automatically complete one of the most common tasks of malware analysis - discovering a malware sample’s network activity. Our tool automatically discovers the locations where malware uses networking APIs, emulates the network operations, and records the parameters passed to those functions. Through the monitoring of such parameters, this work enables the automatic discovery of the IP addresses, domain names, and network ports utilized by malware to connect to remote command-and-control (C2) servers as well as accept incoming connections. This novel use of emulation applied to in-memory code provides significant benefits compared to traditional whole-system emulation, which requires a full executable to run and does not match the environment that malware executed during a live incident. In contrast, our approach can emulate any code in memory, including inside of shellcode buffers and memory-only libraries. The novel network API monitoring capabilities developed for this research project were written as an extension to HookTracer, which is an plugin for the Volatility memory analysis framework. HookTracer provides emulation of API hooks in memory, but does not target any specific network activity. The contribution of this work is the incorporation of network API monitoring into HookTracer, development of a test suite that ensures the parameter monitoring is correct, and the evaluation of the techniques we have developed against real-world malware.
Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. Memory Forensics

The field of memory forensics (synonymous with the term memory analysis) is becoming increasingly relevant and necessary when performing modern digital forensics tasks. Memory forensics is the investigation of information stored in the volatile memory (RAM) of a computing device. Using memory forensics techniques, analysts can retrieve information that is often not available on the file system or in plaintext form on the network. This includes information like instructions of an executing process, encryption keys, network activity, etc. As malware of all varieties has become more sophisticated, however, the difficulty of malware analysis has likewise increased.

While memory analysis is generally performed in conjunction with traditional forms of digital forensics, such as analysis of file systems and network data, it many situations memory analysis is the only usable technique. This is particularly important with the increasing use of memory-only malware, which never writes any of the code that it executes to the file system. Some modern malware also has built-in security mechanisms that will prevent execution unless certain criteria have been met. One example of such a mechanism is malware that detects whether it is being run in a virtual machine environment or a debugger of some kind. If this is detected the malware may behave differently than it otherwise would. To combat such mechanisms the tools used by memory forensics practitioners need to be able to handle such cases. To prevent the spread of malware, analysis of malware obtained from memory samples is generally performed in an isolated environment, such as a virtual machine (VM). The isolation, however, can change the behavior of malware during its execution as it does not have outgoing internet access. The goal of this research was to locate and emulate networking code within malware residing in memory and “tricking” the malware’s code into believing it has a connection and is executing on a real device.
1.2. Finding Network Connections

Analyzing memory samples can be a very time-consuming process, whether the analysis is conducted through command line based tools or by running scripts/plugins. These activities consume a significant amount of time by analysts, and increasing case work loads have brought the need for automated solutions. One such activity that memory forensics professionals frequently spend a large amount of time working on is searching for specific code segments that connect out to a domain/IP address associated with an intrusion. Gathering this network information allows for a wide range of tasks, such as developing host and network signatures, searching through logs for other victims, and blocking future requests to the malicious servers at the organization’s firewall. Recovering the network configuration of malware is currently a mostly manual process that requires significant knowledge of operating system (OS) internals on part of the investigator. Such knowledge is not universal throughout the digital forensics community, and even for experienced investigators, the manual process is time-consuming, error-prone, and mentally taxing.

The presented research project streamlines this process by automatically locating calls of networking API functions and other surrounding code in a memory sample. After being located, these code segments are then emulated and the results are reported to the user along with the API parameters (domains/IP addresses/ports). The developed automation greatly reduces the effort and time spent by memory forensics practitioners in locating and parsing malware’s network activity.

1.3. Contribution of This Thesis

This thesis presents an extension to HookTracer, which is a plugin to the Volatility memory analysis framework. HookTracer provides emulation of API hooks from a memory dump, but does not target any specific network activity. This work adds the ability to HookTracer to locate and emulate winsock networking API functions. The parameters sent to these functions are recorded and displayed to the user. To ensure that the added emulation features were operating correctly, a test suite was created. This test suite
contains a set of C programs that call the monitored Winsock functions with hard-coded parameters as well as a script that compares the hard-coded parameters to those captured by the emulator. To showcase the applicability of the research, tests were also run against malware samples that were discovered during real-world incident response.

1.4. Outline

Chapter 2 describes socket programming and traditional malware analysis techniques and explains our approach to hooking network APIs. Chapter 3 gives details on our test suite and test cases and how they were chosen and generated. Chapter 4 presents our results. Chapter 5 presents conclusions and outlines future work.
Chapter 2. Network APIs

2.1. Background and Literature Review

Modern socket APIs and socket programming can trace its roots to Berkeley Software Distributions (BSD) version 4.2. BSD was an evolution of UNIX, which was originally created within the research group of Bell Laboratories in 1969. After Version 7 was distributed within Bell Laboratories, the development was taken over by the UNIX Support Group (USG) within AT&T, which was a child company of Bell at the time. The first version released outside of the research community was System III in 1982. UNIX research continued at other institutions outside of AT&T in the years following, with the research at Berkeley being the most influential in the field of socket programming. Researchers at Berkeley received funding from the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) to facilitate the creation of a version of UNIX for government use. This version of UNIX was built to support Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and Internet Protocol (IP), protocols used for the DARPA internet (ARPANET) project [8]. Throughout their time developing BSD, Berkeley had several releases, including the release of 4.2 BSD in 1983, which introduced the idea of sockets and is the basis of most modern socket programming. Berkeley’s last release was that of 4.4 BSD in June 1993 which formalized the POSIX standard that is used today [34].

2.1.1. Winsock API

In 1992, Microsoft released version 1.0 of their networking API, called the Windows Socket API (WSA) also known as Winsock [12]. Version 1.0 of this specification was not widely used however, until Microsoft released Winsock1.1 in January 1993. This version was also largely based on the Berkeley Sockets model laid out in the BSD releases. Microsoft did however create extensions to this model specific to Windows. These extensions facilitate multi-threading for Windows processes. The latest revision of the Winsock API
is Winsock 2.2.2 (WSAPI22.DOC) [20] which was released in August 1997. Winsock 2.2.2 has backwards compatibility with Winsock 1.1 and extends upon its functionality. Version 2.2.2 added many new features including support for asynchronous operations, completion routines, and support for other protocols like IPX and SPX, to name a few. Malware commonly uses the Winsock2 API for networking because it provides a simple and easy to use interface for UNIX compatible socket programming.

2.1.2. Uses of Winsock by Malware

There are higher level networking functions that malware can utilize to perform networking operations. However, when malware needs to have greater control over the sockets it uses for sending and receiving data, the API of choice is \texttt{ws2.32.dll} which is the Winsock2 DLL. Malware may use the functions provided by this DLL for simple command-and-control (C2) or data exfiltration, and such a low-level API gives malware significant control over the structure of its networking code. It is possible, but significantly more difficult, to extract this information using traditional analysis techniques as described below in Section 2.2. However, this is both more difficult and typically much more time consuming. Having a method to automatically extract information about the network connections that malware attempts to establish will prove to be invaluable to memory forensics practitioners.

2.2. Malware Analysis Techniques

When it comes to studying malware and its behavior, there are many methods of analysis. Some methods may not be applicable in a specific case depending on what information is available. One commonly used method is static analysis, which involves investigating the code and data associated with a malicious program without actually executing it. A second form of analysis is called dynamic analysis, which evolves the execution of a program under scrutiny, often in a controlled environment, to monitor its behavior. This includes behaviors such as reading and/or writing files, editing registry keys, and connecting to or attempting to connect to IP addresses/domains [6]. These aspects of malware analysis are further detailed in this section.
2.2.1. Static Analysis

Static analysis involves looking at the file structure of a malware sample, how it was compiled or packed, and digging deeper into the executable file’s format and underlying structures. Most antivirus software also employs static analysis to determine if a file is malicious or not. They may search for file signatures, which are pieces of code from known malicious files, or they may use heuristics, which are patterns also known to be malicious [14]. A popular website used by researchers to gather results from many antivirus engines at once is VirusTotal [38]. VirusTotal runs uploaded files against over 70 antivirus scanners, returning discovered results to the user. VirusTotal and malware scanners are a good first step, however often further static analysis needs to be done on malware samples to fully understand them.

In the case of malware, further static analysis often comes in the form of analyzing assembly code, as it is not possible to retrieve the original language code in most cases. This assembly code is generated using a disassembler, which takes an executable and renders human-readable assembly code. Static analysis of assembly code can be aided with tools such as the disassembler IDA Pro [13]. In some cases IDA can even convert into higher level languages, depending on the malware sample. Using tools like IDA Pro, the control flow of a program can also be followed and visual representations of control flow, such as control flow graphs, can be generated.

Once the assembly code is obtained however, analysis is not trivial. Reverse engineering (RE) malware by following its flow and understanding its intent is something that is normally reserved for more senior level analysts. Becoming proficient at reverse engineering typically requires significant knowledge and experience. Static analysis and reverse engineering however, only gets you so far, as the malware may have behavior that only occurs at run time. An example is when malware rewrites its own code as it runs, which may not be caught in static analysis. This may be discovered by reverse engineers, but is more easily discovered through execution. As stated by Moser et al. [23] in their review of some
limitations of static analysis, malware can use one of many code obfuscation methods, including opaque constants and block chaining or code transformation techniques, to hide control flow and data usage to avoid antivirus detection and other static analysis techniques. These obfuscation techniques make it more difficult for even experienced analysts to follow the flow of a malware sample and determine what it is trying to accomplish on the infected device.

2.2.2. Dynamic Analysis

When obfuscation techniques such as packing or encryption or run-time code modification are deployed by a malware sample, dynamic analysis is the method of choice for analysis. A collection of tools frequently used in dynamic analysis on Windows systems is sysinternals. The sysinternals suite was originally developed in 1996 by Bryce Cogswell and Mark Russinovich, as part of their company Winternals, which was later acquired by Microsoft [43] in 2006. Sysinternals has continued receiving updates to the included tools from Microsoft and the tools remain publicly available [27]. Two of the tools that are extremely useful in dynamic analysis are Process Explorer [25] and Process Monitor [24]. Process Explorer allows analysts to monitor the active processes and see which registry keys, files, DLLs or handles a specific process is currently accessing or has loaded. It is essentially a much more advanced task manager for Windows, which shows the current state of the machine and its processes. Process Monitor works similarly to Process Explorer but also keeps a log of process activities. It has the ability to log registry, file, thread, and network activities of all running processes to create a history that can be filtered and analyzed [32]. The Windows Sysinternals tools and many other dynamic analysis tools are largely manual and still require much analysis of the information that is generated.

Dynamic analysis can also be performed inside of a sandbox, which helps to automate the analysis process. One example of an open sourcesandboxed environment is Cuckoo Sandbox [7] which takes an executable as input and automatically provides the user with a report of the executable’s behavior. This includes information on API calls made by the
executable, network traffic analysis, and analysis of the memory sample from the virtualized environment.

Chen et al. [5] demonstrated how Cuckoo could be used in the analysis of samples of the malware WannaCry. Using the output of Cuckoo Sandbox they were able to develop a set of features of WannaCry that could indicate if a device was infected with the virus. This analysis that would have been much more difficult to do using simple static analysis or reverse engineering. However, sandboxes are not always the most optimal tool to use for analysis. This is especially true if the analyst needs more fine-grained control over the environment the malware is running in.

2.2.3. Emulation

Emulation is another form of dynamic analysis which allows the analyst to have greater control over all aspects of the analysis. Emulators can be used to execute CPU instructions one by one and examine the result or instrument individual instructions to log results. Within an emulator, the analyst can control hardware-level aspects of the execution environment like CPU registers, the state of memory or RAM, etc. This is known as full system emulation and can even be used with an operating system running on top of the emulator. Kruegel [18] lays out some advantages of full system emulation over virtualization and other dynamic analysis techniques in his Black Hat 2014 presentation and paper. He explains how other techniques might miss certain behaviors of malware as it executes. With full system emulation there is greater visibility into the exact instructions executed by the CPU and the changes made to physical memory by a sample.

Traditional static and dynamic analysis is done when there is access to the executable of the malware in question. When this access is not available, other techniques must be used to evaluate the behavior of malware. Memory forensics techniques can be used in such a case to extract information from memory samples. This includes extracting information like instructions, function calls, and even entire executables from the RAM of an infected device. We note that not all modern malware uses traditional executable files, since shell-
code and memory-only malware are commonly encountered in the wild. Using emulation, these instructions and function calls can be taken from memory and can be run in an emulated environment without the need for full system or full executable emulation.

A common emulator that is used by analysts is the open-source emulator QEMU [1, 31]. QEMU provides interfaces for full-system as well as process/instruction emulation. However, full-system emulation can turn out to be very resource intensive, especially if there is an OS running on top of the full system being emulated. Furthermore, whole system emulation may not always be necessary to retrieve the necessary data for analysis. Since QEMU is open source, it has been extended upon and used in many malware analysis platforms to widen its functionality. The CPU emulator used in HookTracer on which our research is based is an extension of QEMU called Unicorn [28], introduced at Black Hat 2015. It provides a more lightweight and less resource intensive version of QEMU that provides bindings for most major languages.

Unicorn also allows emulation of arbitrary chunks of raw binary code and does not require a full system to be emulated. This is useful in our research as we only need to set up the parts of the environment necessary to execute the code segments we are looking at. If we needed to use full system emulation, the malware would be running in an environment that may have slight or major differences from the environment it was originally running in. Therefore, more parameters would need to be tweaked in the environment to facilitate successful execution. With Unicorn’s ability to emulate arbitrary CPU instructions, we can tailor the environment to specific cases while also providing for maximum information extraction.

2.2.4. Analysis of Network Calls

Analysis of executables and the network connections they create can be a daunting task. To aid in this process there are a variety of tools/programs available today. However, in most research environments, malware is run in an isolated manner and does not have an active network connection. In such a case the network connections must be falsified
to trick the sample into performing network operations. An example of a tool with this capability is FakeNet-NG [17] created by the FireEye Labs Advanced Reverse Engineering (FLARE) team. It works by creating listeners and interfaces for common protocols used in networking. An executable is then run and the program returns the attempted network connection information. Our work takes a similar approach by returning fake data to the program to simulate a network connection.

There have been several other papers published regarding automated network analysis and connection emulation. Gorecki et al. [11] presents one method with TrumanBox, which is a tool that attempts to emulate the internet. They accomplish this by redirecting traffic to TrumanBox as a bridge between a client and the internet for dynamic malware analysis. During analysis, network information like IP addresses, ports, etc. can be extracted. The protocol being used can also be identified so traffic can be dispatched correctly, responding with static valid responses and logging all information gathered. This is done on the packet level and not on the function call level as is explored in our research.

A limitation of FakeNet-NG and the TrumanBox research is that they require an executable to run before they can return information about that executable and its behavior. Unfortunately, access to the executable associated with a malware infection may not always be feasible. For example, we may only have access to a memory sample from a device in which a piece of malware has been run. In such a case, FakeNet-NG, TrumanBox and similar tools may not be sufficient.

Static analysis in conjunction with dynamic analysis tools can be used to extract networking information from a malware sample. This is demonstrated by Pantazopoulos [29] in his analysis of Loki-Bot, which is a piece of malware that can perform keystroke logging and steal passwords and cryptowallets. It utilizes the Winsock framework for command and control and data exfiltration. In his research, reverse engineering of the assembly code is used in conjunction with WireShark to analyze the packets sent by the malware. However, this analysis required extensive knowledge of assembly language and reverse engineering.
techniques, as well as a large amount of time, to walk through and analyze the flow of the malware sample. Analysis of malware samples such as the one discussed by Pantazopoulos can require a complex setup and a large amount of research time. Clearly, a lot of time and effort can be saved by automating the analysis and network activity extraction process using emulation.

2.3. HookTracer

Volatility [36] is a memory forensics framework written in Python that is used by many researchers to investigate memory samples. There are many plugins for Volatility written by the Volatility Foundation’s [35] core developers and the Volatility community [37] that can be used for detailed analysis of memory. One such plugin useful in analysis of network activities is netscan, which uses pool tag scanning [19, Pages 129-135] to return a list of connections, including addresses, ports, and the owning processes that were active at the time the memory sample was taken. This plugin does not, however, always return information such as the owning process in cases where the executable has been terminated or if the connection has been closed, as shown in Figure 2.1. It also does not have the ability to find where in an executable or process the code for the connection was created and cannot extract the parameters or data sent by that process while the connection was active.

Figure 2.1. Results of netscan Plugin
The research in this thesis presents an extension to HookTracer [4]. HookTracer is a plugin for Volatility that provides the ability to hook API calls extracted from a memory sample inside of an emulated address space. The mechanism of hooking allows our plugin to intercept function calls inside of an emulator and redirect them to versions of those API calls that are implemented internally while then providing the expected output back to the emulated program [22]. HookTracer also provides an interface for emulating functions and instructions using the emulation framework Unicorn [28].

Currently, HookTracer accomplishes this by taking as input the output of the apihooks Volatility plugin. With this input, HookTracer can obtain the addresses at which the APIs returned from those plugins begin. HookTracer then sets up the emulation environment by registering custom callbacks for important API functions and setting up the address space for emulation. After initializing the emulation environment and setting up the stack, HookTracer emulates from the addresses for the APIs input to the plugin from apihooks. It does this while mapping in pages from the memory sample into the emulator environment as they are accessed. A page is a block of memory that is of a fixed size. Analysis is then performed as the functions are emulated by mapping the basic blocks (code segments) of the functions into their specific memory regions. This analysis includes reporting on pages accessed by a specific API call, those pages’ locations in memory, and their protection level (i.e., whether or not the page can be executed, read, or written to).

As HookTracer currently does not target specific networking APIs, our extension to HookTracer specifically addresses the Winsock2 API. It does this by automatically locating code segments in the memory sample where Winsock2 functions are called and emulating network calls along with other necessary supporting code on the fly. Currently, locating of API hooks within HookTracer leverages output from the apihooks plugin, beginning emulation using data from that plugin’s output. However, when targeting Winsock functions, there are currently no plugins that can locate these API calls. Therefore, we implement a method of locating code segments that make Winsock API network calls. This facilitates normal
execution of the processes without the need for an active network connection. This can all be achieved in an environment without network connectivity using a memory sample from a device infected with malware that performs network operations.

2.4. Design and Implementation

Our extension to HookTracer is written in Python 2 and utilizes the Python binding provided by the Unicorn [28] emulation framework to integrate with the memory forensics framework Volatility [36]. As a prerequisite for running our plugin, a physical memory sample must be obtained from the device being analyzed. Acquisition of the memory sample can be performed using any standard method which generates a memory dump in a format supported by Volatility [42]. Once a memory sample of the device is obtained, our plugin can then be run to analyze the network calls made within the sample.

The following command line arguments are used to run our plugin:

- **Plugins directory** is the path to the folder in which our plugin is located. Volatility uses this argument to search for plugins of the name specified in this directory.

- **File** is the memory sample file that the plugin is to be run on.

- **Profile** identifies the profile to use on the memory sample. This profile tells Volatility which symbols, algorithms, and data structures to use in its analysis.

- **Plugin** is the name of the Volatility plugin to use on the memory sample. In our case the name of our plugin is hooktracer_net.

An example of the execution of our plugin is shown in Figure 2.2.

```
python vol.py --plugins="/austin/htnet/plugins" -f "/austin/htnet/image.vmem" 
--profile=Win10x64_15063 hooktracer_net
```

Figure 2.2. Plugin Arguments Example
The functions contained within the Winsock2.2 API have been well documented in Microsoft’s official documentation [26]. Using this documentation, we were able to reconstruct the parameters and structures of the various functions within the Winsock2 API. During emulation within Unicorn, pointers and return values are setup by our plugin to be formatted as the program expects them. However, not all functions within the Winsock2 library need to be hooked by our plugin to successfully emulate and extract the parameters of the network function calls. The major functions that were hooked by our plugin are explained in Table 2.1. Most of the functions listed in Table 2.1 have variants specific to Winsock2 that include additional parameters such as conditions and additional data. These functions start with WSA followed by the function name to indicate that they are specific to the Windows implementation of sockets. For example, WSAConnect() allows for the sending of caller and callee data when the function is called in addition to the parameters of the accept() function. These Windows specific variants of the original BSD functions were also implemented as hooks in our plugin.

When the network API functions from the Winsock library are executed, there are auxiliary functions that Windows normally calls to handle certain actions internally. As these functions were not implemented within our emulated environment, hooks for these functions had to be implemented. This involved implementing functions like _fileno and _lock_file that would normally be provided by other libraries in Windows. These auxiliary functions were implemented to return values that would best allow emulation to continue.

To set up a connection with the Winsock2 API, the functions must be called in a specific order by the malware for a successful connection to be established. If the application is acting as a client connecting to a remote socket it must first call WSAStartup(), followed by socket(), connect(), and one of the send()/sendto() or recv()/recvfrom() function variants. If the malware is acting as a server which receives connections and listens on sockets it must again call WSAStartup(), followed by socket(), bind(), listen(), and finally one of the accept() variants before calling one of the recv()/recvfrom() or send()/sendto() functions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Function Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WSAStartup</td>
<td>Loads Winsock DLL and allocates resources for network calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSACleanup</td>
<td>Unloads Winsock DLL and frees resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSAGetLastError</td>
<td>Returns the error code of the last networking call that failed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>socket</td>
<td>Creates a socket of specified family, type, and protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>connect</td>
<td>Establishes connection to a remote socket that is listening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSAConnectByName</td>
<td>Establishes connection to a remote host (service) and port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bind</td>
<td>Binds specified socket to a certain port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>listen</td>
<td>Places specified socket in listening mode to accept connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accept</td>
<td>Allows incoming connection on specified socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>send</td>
<td>Sends data to the remote socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSASendMessage</td>
<td>Sends data and control info to specified socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSASendDisconnect</td>
<td>Starts termination of connection with specified socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sendto</td>
<td>Sends data to specified socket with destination address info</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recv</td>
<td>Receives data from the remote socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSARecvDisconnect</td>
<td>Starts termination of connection with specified socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recvfrom</td>
<td>Sends data to specified socket with source address info</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shutdown</td>
<td>Disables sending and receiving on specified socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>closesocket</td>
<td>Closes an existing socket</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1. Major Winsock2 Functions Hooked by Plugin

A separate hook was created for each of the functions in the Winsock API because each of these functions expects different structures to be filled, return values, etc. Therefore, when one of the Winsock functions is called from within the malware sample, the code that is run is the custom hook for that function implemented within our plugin. With the return values satisfied, execution continues within the emulator and the parameters passed into that function are returned to the analyst.
The Winsock2 API keeps track of the state of sockets using socket descriptors [33]. These descriptors are the same as file descriptors in the UNIX implementation of sockets. However, with Winsock these socket descriptors are implemented as Windows handles. To handle socket descriptors as functions are called by the emulator, we implement an internal handle table to track the state of sockets. This internal socket table tracks the identifier (number) of the socket and if its state is new, connected, accepted, bound, listening, disconnected, or shutdown.

To locate each of the API functions, functions of the existing Volatility plugin impscan [40] were used. Impscan allows identifying where API calls are exported into the address space of the process that is being analyzed, as shown in Figure 2.3. It accomplishes this without having to look through the Import Address Table (IAT) of a Windows native portable executable (PE) and works even if a PE’s IAT is paged out of memory.

![Figure 2.3. Impscan Results](image)

This functionality allows our plugin to gather the location of the IAT for API calls for the processes being analyzed. From there, our plugin is able to search through memory to locate where these API function are actually called. The addresses of the exported API’s IAT are obtained using Impscan’s `EnumApis` function, which returns a list of all exported
APIs for the process being analyzed. To gather a list of the functions that were actually called, Impscan’s `call_scan` function is called in conjunction with `_vicinity_scan` to search the process’ memory regions for exports of APIs we are interested in that are called within the process, in this case Winsock2 functions. The full list of all exported functions, along with the current task and process address space, are passed into the `hook_analyzer` already provided in HookTracer. This sets up the basic infrastructure for emulating and hooking functions. This includes declaring hooks for functions/APIs we are monitoring, choosing the correct registers, offsets, and addresses depending on whether the code is 32-bit or 64-bit, and declaring functions used to read and write to and from the memory sample and the emulation environment.

To locate the addresses of the actual calls to Winsock APIs, memory regions are identified by examining process Virtual Address Descriptor (VAD) trees [9]. VAD trees are Windows data structure that describe pages allocated in memory to a process and how those pages relate to each other. When selecting VAD trees to traverse, Volatility’s `vadinfo` [41] plugin is used to get information about the protection level of the VADs described by each node, as shown in Figure 2.4. This allows the plugin to target only those VAD entries that represent memory regions that are executable.

Using Volatility to walk the VAD trees the plugin can filter them to exclude VADs that map DLLs inside of the System32 or SysWOW64 directories. This saves significant time by skipping over legitimate Windows executables. The pages that contain the exported functions that were found by `impscan` are also excluded.

After this filtering has been applied, we are left with the VADs that are executable and are mapped to non-Windows DLLs and those that are executable but not backed by a file. At this point those executable VADs are searched for the opcodes FF 15 which is the Intel CALL instruction [16].

To locate a specific opcode in process memory, each filtered VAD is searched using the `zread` function in conjunction with the unpack function from `struct` (part of the Python
standard library [30]). The `zread` function reads the specified number of bytes from process memory and `unpack` allows those bytes to be converted into an integer address.

After the CALL instruction is located, the plugin looks at the offset of the call and calculates the address of the function being called. Using the `unpack` function from the Python `struct` library it can unpack the binary data from memory directly after the CALL instruction as a little-endian integer value. Using this address, the plugin then checks to see if it matches the address of one of the Winsock API functions found by `impscan`.

If it is one of the functions that is being analyzed, the plugin traverses backwards in memory using a method similar to the method used to find the initial CALL opcodes. At this point the plugin is searching for the start of the function that contains the call to a Winsock API function. To locate the function start the plugin searches for the opcodes for `push ebp` (55) and `mov ebp, esp` (8B EC) for 32-bit executables or `push rbp` (55) and `mov rbp, rsp` (48 89 E5) for 64-bit executables [2, 3]. These instructions are known as the function prologue and are always called at the beginning of functions as a convention. This is to preserve the stack pointer before running the rest of the function, which is restored as the function returns. Emulation using Unicorn then starts at the location found for the function prologue.
and stops a few instructions after the function call as shown in Figure 2.5. This way the entire executable does not need to be emulated to gather information about network calls. Through emulation the plugin is able to see the values of all of the parameters passed into the Winsock function that is being emulated and return this information to the user with the address of the calls for further analysis.

```assembly
55    PUSH EBP        void my_socket()
56  8b ec            MOV EBP, ESP          ← Emulation Begins
...  ff 15 ec e0 81 00 CALL DWORD [0x81e0ec]  SendingSocket = socket(AF_INET,
                                          SOCK_STREAM, IPPROTO_TCP);
  3b f4            CMP ESI, ESP            ← Emulation Ends
...                   }
```

Figure 2.5. Flow of Winsock Function Emulation

Once the location to start emulation at is found, the `analyze_address` function from Hook-Tracer is called using that address as the start and ending a few instructions afterwards. Inside of the `analyze_address` function, functions are called that setup elements of the emulation environment, create hooks for code blocks, and overwrite our monitored functions in the memory space of the emulator. After this setup is complete, emulation actually begins at the specified address while mapping in missing pages from the memory sample as needed and redirecting API calls to our internal hooks and reporting on the results.
Chapter 3. Test Cases

3.1. Functionality Testing Suite

The process of creating test cases for our research involved writing corresponding client and server programs in C that call the functions we are hooking in the plugin. These test programs include calls to all of the Winsock2 API hooks, allowing us to individually test our function hooks with known input to those functions. These programs were compiled using Visual Studio [21] into 32-bit and 64-bit executables. VMWare Workstation Pro [39] was used to create and run a virtual machine with a clean installation of Windows 10. The compiled test executables were then run within this VM and the VM was suspended. Once suspended, the memory sample (.vmem) and suspended state file (.vmss) were gathered for analysis as input into the plugin.

To get complete coverage of the functions in the Winsock2 library that we are hooking we created several different test programs. One set of client/server programs was implemented with the BSD compatible methods like socket() and connect() and another set was implemented to use the more advanced Windows specific versions of these functions like WSA_socket() and WSAConnect().

Within each of these test programs information about the parameters passed into each of our functions of interest were written to an output file. The information written includes data on the parameters like IP addresses and port numbers passed to the functions along with the process id of the executable. This information is used by our testing suite to verify the output of our known test cases matches the output of our plugin after emulating the located functions using Unicorn.

Our test suite takes as input the information output about API calls and their parameters from our test client/server programs, as well as, the output obtained once our plugin is run and emulation is complete. To verify the results with the known good data obtained
from our client/server programs, the test suite parses the output from both the programs and plugin to get them in a usable format. It then compares the values of parameters obtained from the programs and plugin to each other and returns a report of any differences between them. Using this test suite we now have a simple and easy way for verifying the workflow of our plugin. This is important to ensure that the Winsock functions are hooked correctly within our plugin and the parameters are able to be obtained through emulation and reported back to the user.

3.2. Malware Testing

For a more real world testing scenario and to test the efficacy of our HookTracer extension in extracting network information, we infected VMs with known malware samples obtained from VirusTotal. Research has previously been done on this malware and therefore the domains/IP addresses they connect to were known for validation of our API hooks. One of the malware samples is suspected to be a part of a malware campaign focusing on U.S. engineering and maritime targets by Chinese APT group TEMP.Periscope AKA “Leviathan” and has the hash 7ba05abdf8f0323aa30c3d52e22df951eb5b67a2620014336eab7907b0a5cedf. During the course of the malware campaign against U.S. engineering and maritime targets for cyber-espionage, many different pieces of malware were used, one of which was a backdoor called BADFLICK, used to modify the target’s filesystem and generate a reverse shell to communicate with its C2 server [10]. Spread of this malware is done through an infected Word document which uses Microsoft Equation Editor and process hollowing to infect the device and create a backdoor connection [15]. To accomplish this communication, the Winsock network API functions from ws2 32.dll are used for C2 from which our plugin is able to recover information about these calls.
Chapter 4. Results

4.1. Test Program Results

The first output that is gathered is that which was output by the test client/server programs that were run inside of the VMs we are analyzing. This information is in the form of a comma separated list that contains the process ID (PID), name of function called, and the parameters passed to that Winsock function within the C executables as shown in Figure 4.1.

```
1520 socket, AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, IPPROTO_TCP
1520 connect, localhost, 127.0.0.1, 7171
1520 getsockname, AF_INET
1520 inet_ntoa, localhost, 127.0.0.1
1520 send, This is a test string from sender
1004 socket, AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, IPPROTO_TCP
1004 bind, 7171
```

Figure 4.1. Snippet of Test Program Log Output

Using the .vmem memory images obtained from a VM in which our client/server pairs were run, Volatility is run specifying the memory image and our plugin as input. After emulation is complete using Unicorn, the resulting output consists of all functions that were called over the course of emulation. The plugin output includes the PID of the process that ran the malware in question, the name of the executable, the function name of the API that is called, the address of the function being called and any parameters that were passed to the function. During emulation our plugin intercepts calls to Winsock API functions and redirect them to hooks implemented internally that extract parameters from those calls. This also gives us control over what to return to the executable being emulated. As we want emulation to proceed as far as possible, the values returned always indicate that the call was successful. A snippet of the output of the plugin is shown in Figure 4.2, including the parameters extracted from the Winsock functions.
The output of the plugin, in addition to the output from the test programs themselves, can then be used as inputs to our testing suite. The testing suite parses each of the outputs extracting information on the functions called and the parameters used in both execution of the programs and emulation through the plugin. Since the plugin output also includes additional functions that are not part of the Winsock library, the results are filtered to target only Winsock functions. These elements are then put into a list that contains the PIDs and their associated function calls with included parameters.

With one list for the known-good program output and one list for the plugin output, these lists are compared and the resulting output that is generated indicates whether or not the outputs match and what the differences are, as shown in Figure 4.3.
The results from the test suite allow us to validate that each of the Winsock functions is correctly hooked within the plugin. This allows us to show that even though the functions are being hooked, normal execution in the emulator still occurs, creating the same results as if the programs were running on a normal OS or in this case inside of a VM.

4.2. Malware Sample Results

From the malware sample used by the APT group TEMP.Periscope/“Leviathan”, we were able to extract information about the IP address to which connection was attempted and the type of socket used for C2 by the malware. These results are shown in our plugin output in Figure 4.4.

```
2092 7ba06bf8f032 socket 0x76813eb8 Family: AF_INET - Type: SOCK_STREAM - Protocol: IPPROTO_TCP
2092 7ba06bf8f032 WSAIOctl 0x76812fe7
...
2092 7ba06bf8f032 ntohs 0x76812d8b
2092 7ba06bf8f032 connect 0x76816b6d Domain: 103.243.175.181 - IPv4 Addr: 103.243.175.181 - Port: 80
```

Figure 4.4. BADFLICK - HookTracer Network API Results

The BADFLICK backdoor attempts connection to the IP address 103.243.175.181 using port 80 over a TCP socket. This IP address is known to be the address of the BADFLICK C2 server, as shown in the analysis by IBM X-Force IRIS [15]. In this case analysis had previously been done on the malware, which we used to verify our results. However, this demonstrates the efficacy HookTracer extension in extracting network connection information through emulation.
Chapter 5. Conclusions and Future Work

5.1. Conclusions

The extraction of network activity associated with malware from memory resident code has always been a mostly manual and error-prone process. This process has traditionally involved extensive reverse engineering and static code analysis or the emulation of an entire executable from memory to locate information on network activity. When investigators only have access to a memory dump of a machine, traditional methods of analysis as described in Section 2.2 may not provide enough coverage and may be too slow or error-prone to be viable.

In our research, we show that emulation provides a robust method of extracting network information from memory resident code. Having a tool that can quickly extract networking information and report this to the user in an easy to digest and understand manner is vital. The results obtained from our enhancements to the HookTracer plugin show that the task of locating and extracting the network activity of malware from volatile memory no longer has to be a slow and manual process.

The plugin is able to automatically identify the locations in a memory sample for a process where Winsock network APIs were called by locating the start of the enclosing function and through emulation, extracting the parameters passed to those functions. As a result, domain names, IP addresses, ports, and data can be reported to investigators for further analysis.

In this paper we discussed our method of validating our API hooks using our test suite as described in Section 3.1. This allows us to compare our plugin to known good data and validate results. This is important not just for the current state of the plugin, but also for creating an easy and robust way to validate hooks for functions that will be added in the future using custom testing programs.
We also were able to analyze malware samples using our plugin, showing that it is possible
to extract networking information from real-world malware samples. This demonstrates the
effectiveness of our plugin and its usefulness in memory forensics and incident response.

5.2. Future Work

To provide even more coverage of malware’s use of networking APIs, the plugin could be extended to record each malware function that calls a networking API and then scan for calls to that function from inside the malware. These outer functions could then be the starting point of emulation. While many malware samples rely on global variables to use as parameters for API calls, there are also samples that use parameters from other internal functions to then pass to the networking APIs. By recursively scanning for the functions that call these functions of the malware, HookTracer would have better API tracing coverage as well as be able to recover the specific parameters used by malware coded in this manner.

A secondary plan of future work involves creating a more streamlined testing process for analysing malware samples. While the known-good test suite had to be hand-developed for the values to be hard-coded, such a labor intensive process is not needed when analyzing a variety of malware samples. For example, many industry researchers will publish indicators of compromise (IOCs) related to malware they analyze that describe all of the malware’s activity. This can include artifacts, such as files created, registry keys modified, and network activity. By parsing the network-related artifacts from IOC databases and comparing them to the emulator’s results, the validity and correctness of the emulation can be immediately determined. Other sources of known-verified network activity can include reports from sandbox environments, PCAP or NetFlow captures, and other available report formats, such as STIX.

Another expansion of the project would be expanding our plugin to extract parameters from more network APIs. While this work was largely focused on APIs from Winsock, there are other subsystems, such as DNS and WinInet, whose APIs provide functionality
that malware can use to perform a wide range of network activity. Also, although our plugin currently only supports Windows-based malware, the knowledge gained during this research would allow for direct transition of the work to design of a plugin capable of supporting the networking APIs and frameworks for MacOS and Linux. This would further increase our coverage of the malware landscape.
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